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  Microsoft Office 2010 for Windows Steve
Schwartz,2010-06-07 Visual QuickStart Guides, designed
in an attractive tutorial and reference format, are the
quickest, easiest, and most thorough way to learn
applications, tasks, and technologies. The Visual
QuickStart Guides are a smart choice and guide the
learner in a friendly and respectful tone. Visually presented
with copious screenshots, the focused discussions by topic
and tasks make learning a breeze and quickly take you to
exactly what you want to learn. Microsoft Office 2010 for
Windows: Visual QuickStart Guide, written by best-selling
author Steve Schwartz, has been extensively rewritten to
provide expanded coverage of the core Office applications:
Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and Outlook, and also provides a
thorough introduction to the Office Web Apps. Coverage of
each application is jam-packed with information and tips
that not only explain HOW to perform a task, but WHY you
need this procedure and WHEN it's best to use it.
Microsoft Office for Windows: Visual QuickStart Guide
provides in-depth instructions on many of the new features
and changes introduced in Office 2010, such as the
following: Office-wide features Backstage (File tab),
customizing the Ribbon and Quick Access Toolbar, Paste
Preview, image-editing tools, screen clippings, Office Web
Apps Word Navigation Pane, searching for graphics and
tables, text effects, contextual spell checking Excel
Sparklines (cell-based charts), new conditional formatting
options PowerPoint Reading View, presentation sections,
Animation Painter tool, video-editing tools, comparing and
combining presentations, creating videos from
presentations, broadcasting presentations on the Web
Outlook Using and finding commands in the new Ribbon
interface, working with Conversation view, creating Quick
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Step macros Steve Schwartz is uniquely qualified and
readers benefit from his 30+ years of experience as a
software expert, technical support director, magazine
editor, and writer. Steve has written almost 60 books,
many on Office and other Microsoft products, and has been
using Office since the first version. Although this book is
geared toward the beginning through intermediate user,
Steve won¹t waste your time with pages of stories and
analogies before actually discussing the topic at hand.
Each page is clearly focused on the needs of the reader. In
fact, Steve’s guiding principal in creating this and his many
other Visual QuickStart Guides is “The Three C’s.” The
material must be clear, concise, and correct. Thumb
through a copy today and find out why this is the quickest
and easiest way to learn Microsoft Office 2010 Table of
Contents Part I: Getting Started Chapter 1: What’s New in
Office 2010 Chapter 2: Office Basics Chapter 3: Tables,
Charts, and Art Part II: Microsoft Word Chapter 4: Getting
Started with Word 2010 Chapter 5: Formatting Documents
Chapter 6: Creating Outlines Chapter 7: Sharing Word
Documents Part III: Microsoft Excel Chapter 8: Getting
Started with Excel 2010 Chapter 9: Formatting Worksheets
and Data Chapter 10: Formulas and Functions Chapter 11:
Working with Tables Chapter 12: Creating Charts Part IV:
Microsoft PowerPoint Chapter 13: Getting Started with
PowerPoint 2010 Chapter 14: Creating a Presentation
Chapter 15: Wrapping Up a Presentation Part V: Microsoft
Outlook Chapter 16: Getting Started with Outlook 2010
Chapter 17: Working with Contacts Chapter 18: Composing
and Sending Mail Chapter 19: Receiving Mail Chapter 20:
Managing the Mail Chapter 21: Tasks and Appointments
Part VI: Office on the Web Chapter 22: Office Web Apps
Index
  Microsoft Office 2010 David W. Beskeen,Carol
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Cram,Jennifer Duffy,Lisa Friedrichsen,Elizabeth Eisner
Reding,2012-04-26 Loved by instructors for its visual and
flexible way to build computer skills, the Illustrated Series
is ideal for teaching Microsoft Office 2010 to both
computer rookies and hotshots. Each two-page spread
focuses on a single skill, making information easy to follow
and absorb. Large, full-color illustrations represent how
the students' screen should look. Concise text introduces
the basic principles of the lesson and integrates a case
study for further application.
  Office 2010 All-in-One For Dummies Peter
Weverka,2010-04-07 The leading book on Microsoft Office,
now fully updated for Office 2010 Microsoft Office, the
world's leading productivity suite, has been updated with
new tools. Veteran Office users as well as newcomers will
need the comprehensive information in this bestselling All-
in-One guide. With a self-contained minibook devoted to
each Office application plus minibooks on how Office works
together and how you can expand its usefulness, Office
2010 All-in-One For Dummies gets you up to speed and
answers the questions you'll have down the road. Microsoft
Office is the office productivity suite used around the
globe; nearly every business worker encounters it daily The
2010 revision will affect all applications in the suite Eight
minibooks cover Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Outlook, Access,
Publisher, common Office tools, and ways to expand Office
productivity Also covers the new online versions of Word,
Excel, and PowerPoint as well as changes to the interface
and new tools and techniques Office 2010 All-in-One For
Dummies makes it easy to learn to use Office and gets you
up and running on all the changes and enhancements in
Office 2010.
  Microsoft Office 2010 In Depth Joe
Habraken,2010-10-31 Office 2010 In Depth is the beyond-
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the-basics, beneath-the-surface guide for everyone who
wants to streamline their work with Office 2010, and get
more done in less time. Best selling technology expert Joe
Habraken provides specific, tested, proven solutions to the
problems Office users run into every day: challenges other
books ignore or oversimplify. Habraken thoroughly covers
all facets of working with Office 2010's core features and
techniques, and powerful new enhancements such as: The
updated customizable Ribbon and new Backstage full-
screen options menu Vastly improved image and
illustration tools Live Preview for tasks like Paste, Insert,
or Theme change Improved integration with SharePoint
services, Windows Live, and Office Web Apps And much
more Simply put, no other book offers Office 2010 users
this much simplicity, usable content, flexibility, and value.
As with all In Depth books, Office 2010 In Depth presents
comprehensive coverage, breakthrough techniques,
exclusive shortcuts, quick access to information,
troubleshooting help for tough problems, and real-world
examples with nothing glossed over or left out. This book is
both a reference and a desk-side resource, providing in
depth coverage of important Office 2010 applications
features and tools. By Joe Habraken, an Office expert and
best selling author Covers the hottest new features in
Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Outlook, Access, and Publisher
For everyone who wants to get the most out of Office 2010,
from hobbyists to power users to corporate developers
  Easy Microsoft Office 2010 Tom Bunzel,2010-06-04
SEE IT DONE. DO IT YOURSELF. It’s that Easy! Easy
Microsoft Office 2010 teaches you the basics of working
with Excel, PowerPoint®, Outlook®, Word, OneNote®,
and Office Web Apps. Fullyillustrated steps with simple
instructions guide you through each task, building the
skills you need to create and share documents,
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spreadsheets, presentations, email, calendars, and more.
No need to feel intimidated–we’ll hold your hand every step
of the way. Learn how to... • Get started quickly with Word
to format and print great looking documents using new
QuickStyles, Cover Pages, and Quick Parts • Include
tables, graphics, pictures, and diagrams in Word
documents that improve the appearance and impact of
your documents • Build flexible spreadsheets with charts,
functions, Sparklines, and PivotTables • Use Excel to make
calculations and analyze data in spreadsheets • Create,
format, fine-tune, and deliver great PowerPoint
presentations • Use the new Web Apps to safely share,
review, and revise Office documents online • Keep track of
important information from the Web with OneNote search
and tagging features • Integrate your to-do lists, tasks, and
appointments between OneNote and Outlook • Use
Outlook’s new features including conversation view to
track email and stay in touch with colleagues and clients
Easy steps guide you through each task. Items you select
or click are shown in bold. Each step is fully illustrated.
Category: Office Applications/Office 2010 Covers:
Microsoft Office 2010 User Level: Beginner
  Windows 8 & Office 2010 For Dummies eBook Set
Andy Rathbone,2012-12-20 Two complete e-books covering
Windows and Office for one lowprice! This unique value-
priced e-book set brings together twobestselling For
Dummies books in a single e-book file.Including a
comprehensive table of contents and the full text ofeach
book, complete with cover, this e-book set gives you in-
depthinformation on the leading PC productivity tools:
Windows 8 andOffice 2010. Best of all, you'll pay less than
the cost of eachbook purchased separately. You'll get the
complete text of: Windows 8 For Dummies, which covers
The core components of Windows 8, the new Start screen,
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and howto work with programs and files Getting online
with Internet Explorer, using e-mail andaccessing social
networks Playing CDs, music, and movies; working with
photos, andcustomizing Windows Using Windows 8 on a
touchscreen tablet Office 2010 For Dummies, which shows
you how to Use Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Outlook, and
Access Find recently used files and save, open, and close
them withBackstage View Format Word documents and
analyze data with Excel Create PowerPoint presentations
with charts, graphics, movies,and sound About the authors
Andy Rathbone, author of Windows 8 For Dummies, isan
expert on PC operation and repair as well as tablet
computing,and is the bestselling author of all editions of
Windows ForDummies. Wallace Wang, author of Office
2010 ForDummies, is the bestselling author of several
dozen computerbooks, including Beginning Programming
For Dummies.
  Microsoft® Office 2010 Inside Out Carl Siechert,Ed
Bott,2010-09-27 Dive into the essential features in
Microsoft Word 2010, Excel 2010, OneNote 2010, Outlook
2010, and PowerPoint 2010. This supremely organized
reference is packed with hundreds of timesaving solutions,
troubleshooting tips, and workarounds. It's all muscle and
no fluff. Let the experts help you become at ease and
proficient with every program in the Office family. Create
great-looking documents using expert formatting tips.
Build spreadsheets for complex calculations and data
analysis. Save notes, clippings, web pages, and more in a
notebook. Create dynamic slides and video-powered
presentations. Expertly manage your inbox and business
information. Protect your security and safeguard private
information. Collaborate with Windows Live SkyDrive and
SharePoint.
  Microsoft Office 2010 BITTU KUMAR,2015-06-01 We
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have moved one step ahead in the arena of student and job-
oriented books with the CCL, by enhancing our proven
pedagogy to bring together the collective knowledge and
wisdom of the world of computers. Books published under
this series are specifically designed to engage readers,
improve computer skills, and prepare themselves for future
success. This comprehensive series with step-by-step
instructions and relevant screenshots throughout the text
enables readers to have a better understanding of
computers. Written in simple and lucid language, without
technical jargons, each book of this series is accompanied
by an interactive CD/DVD with video tutorials. This book
and CD bundle is an ideal resource for getting comfortable
and confident with the new features of and updates to
Office 2010. The guide book uses easy-to-follow steps and
screenshots, and clear, concise language to show the
simplest ways to get things done with Microsoft Word,
Excel, PowerPoint, Outlook, Access and Publisher. It covers
the basics of Microsoft Office, such as typing in Word,
navigating an Excel spreadsheet, creating a unique
PowerPoint presentation, configuring e-mail with Outlook,
designing an Access database, and much more. When you
go through the text you feel like you have an MS Office
expert by your side to answer your questions and queries.
  Microsoft Office 2010 Digital Classroom AGI Creative
Team,AGI Training Team,2011-03-16 The complete book-
and-video training package for Office 2010! This Microsoft
Office 2010 book-and-video training package-from the
same professional training experts who also create many
training materials for Microsoft-is like having your own
personal instructor guiding you through each lesson, but
you work at your own pace! The full-color book includes 27
lessons that teach you the new features and quirks of
Microsoft Office 2010. Each lesson includes step-by-step
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instructions and lesson files, and provides valuable video
tutorials that complement what you're learning and clearly
demonstrate how to do tasks. This jam-packed training
package takes you well beyond the basics in a series of
easy-to-absorb, five-minute lessons. Shows you how to use
Microsoft Office 2010, the new version of the Microsoft
Office suite that is available in standard 32-bit and now
also a 64-bit version Walks you through 27 lessons, each
consisting of easy-to-follow, step-by-step instructions and
lesson files in full color that make each task less
intimidating Includes all the lesson files from the book and
video tutorials that clearly show you how to do tasks and
reinforces what you're learning in the book Covers exciting
new Office 2010 features such as Office Web apps that can
be accessed from anywhere and a streamlined new Ribbon
Provides the perfect, one-stop, robust learning package-
with book and supplementary video training on all the
applications in Office 2010 Additional resources available
on companion Web site: www.digitalclassroombooks.com
Learn the ins-and-outs of Office 2010 with this all-in-one,
value-packed combo!
  Microsoft Office 2010 On Demand Steve
Johnson,Perspection Inc.,2010-06-15 What you need, when
you need it! Need answers quickly? Microsoft Office 2010
on Demand provides those answers in a visual step-by-step
format. We will show you exactly what to do through lots of
full color illustrations and easy-to-follow instructions.
Includes Workshops MCAS Exam Prep More than 700
Essential Office Tasks Inside the Book • Office: Organize
information and add impact with clip art, SmartArt
diagrams, tables, and charts with an improved results-
oriented interface and File tab • Word: Create great-
looking documents faster using themes and templates •
Excel: Use organizing, processing, and presenting tools to
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create data in Excel Workbooks • PowerPoint: Create
powerful presentations faster using readymade design
templates and themes • Access: Use full-featured
templates and application parts to create regular and web
databases. • Outlook: Use tools for creating and managing
your e-mail, calendar, contacts, and tasks • Publisher: Use
the File tab and Ribbon to quickly create a brochure or a
newsletter without being a designer • Office Web Apps:
View and edit your Office documents in a browser • MCAS:
Prepare for the Microsoft Certified Application Specialist
exam Bonus Online Content Register your book at
queondemand.com to gain access to: • Workshops and
related files • Keyboard shortcuts
  Beginning Microsoft Office 2010 Guy Hart-
Davis,2011-01-11 This book is a practical, step-by-step
guide to getting started with Microsoft Office 2010. You’ll
learn how to create and edit essential office
files—documents, spreadsheets, presentations, and
more—quickly and efficiently. You’ll also learn about all of
the new updates included with Office 2010. Collaborate on
projects in the cloud and access your files from virtually
anywhere—with Beginning Microsoft Office 2010, you’ll
take a hands-on approach to learning everything, new and
old, that the world’s most popular productivity software
suite has to offer. Get started with Office 2010 Basics.
Create, store, and share office documents. Use shared
Office tools both online and offline. How to keep e-mail,
contacts, appointments, notes, and tasks organized.
  Getting Started with Windows 8 Amy Kinser,Eric
Cameron,Hilda W. Federico,2014 For introductory
computer courses on Microsoft Office 2010 or courses in
computer concepts with a lab component for Microsoft
Office 2010 applications. Your Office is the Office
Applications textbook that bridges the gap between skill
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and application, and empowers students to master Office
2010 as a tool to solve problems and make decisions. The
cases progress students from learning the skills in each
Office Application to using the applications as tools to
make business decisions. The Your Office series' unique
modular structure provides a strong foundation for
students through practice in each workshop and then
synthesizes the objectives covered over two workshops,
challenging students to really retain what they learned as
opposed to learning and then forgetting soon after. The
series scenario introduces a large global business (the
resort and spa) made up of smaller businesses (golf pro
shop, spa, restaurants, event planning, etc) featured in the
cases that run throughout all four applications. This
approach gives students a solid understanding of how an
organization works by exposing them to how individuals in
all facets of a business interact with tools like Microsoft
Office and use information to make decisions. **This is a
one-chapter supplement.**
  Microsoft Office Home and Student 2010 Step by Step
Joan Lambert,Joyce Cox,Curtis Frye,2010-06-30 Teach
yourself exactly what you need to know about using
Microsoft Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and OneNote-one step
at a time! With STEP BY STEP, you build and practice new
skills hands-on, at your own pace. Topics include creating
effective documents; using themes, templates, and other
formatting tools; building spreadsheets to perform
calculations and manage data; producing and delivering
compelling presentations; digitally organizing your notes
and to-do lists; and other core topics.
  Microsoft Office Professional 2010 Step by Step Joan
Lambert,Joyce Cox,Curtis Frye,2010-08-25 Teach yourself
exactly what you need to know about using Office
Professional 2010-one step at a time! With STEP BY STEP,
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you build and practice new skills hands-on, at your own
pace. Covering Microsoft Word, PowerPoint, Outlook,
Excel, Access, Publisher, and OneNote, this book will help
you learn the core features and capabilities needed to:
Create attractive documents, publications, and
spreadsheets Manage your e-mail, calendar, meetings, and
communications Put your business data to work Develop
and deliver great presentations Organize your ideas and
notes in one place Connect, share, and accomplish more
when working together
  Word 2013 Bible Lisa A. Bucki,2013-04-08 Top-to-
bottom coverage of the top-selling Microsoft
Officeapplication If you want to use Microsoft Word to
create more than justsimple documents, start with this
ultimate Word guide. Packed withthe in-depth content that
is the hallmark of all Wiley Bibles, thisbook covers it all.
You'll first find out what's new in Word 2013on the
features level - formatting, styles, tables, and more -before
you dive into the big stuff that can help you become
moreefficient. From document design to creating master
documents toapplying security to collaborating in the
Cloud, you'll learn notjust how to do tasks, but the best
ways to do them, and why. Details everything you need to
know to get the most out of Word2013 Walks you through
new or refreshed basics, such as formatting,styles, charts,
and tables Shows you how to use data sources, create
envelopes and labels,and make forms Takes your Word
skills up a notch with coverage of keyboardcustomization,
security, collaborating on the Cloud, comparingdocuments,
and much more Start creating documents at a new level
and wow your colleagues,with Word 2013 Bible.
  Microsoft Office 2010 with Microsoft Office 2010
Evaluation Software Microsoft Official Academic
Course,2012-01-24 The Microsoft Official Academic
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Courseware (MOAC) Office 2010 Series is the only Official
Academic Course Material. The new and enhanced MOAC/
Microsoft Office 2010 System features Enhanced Wiley
Desktop Editions as well as many other enhanced features
designed to re-enforce workforce skills. The addition of
animated tutorials in the Enhanced Wiley Desktop Editions
and WileyPLUS courses, textbooks include additional
materials on different skill levels to help users keep pace.
WileyPLUS and an automatic Office assignment grader
provides immediate feedback on every assignment, to help
users practice and hone skills at their own pace. MOAC/
Microsoft Office 2010 System is built from the ground-up
around the MOS® certification objectives- making it a
great way to learn all the workforce-oriented tasks
required for certification. The Test Bank now offers greater
flexibility and provides more than 75 questions and 3
projects per lesson, as well as automated grading via
OfficeGrader. Furthermore, the latest edition's use of color
in screen captures allows users to follow on screen much
easier, as screen captures will look the exact same as the
application. Additional projects throughout the book helps
users comprehend how a task is applied on the job.
OfficeGrader functionality added to WileyPLUS provides
immediate feedback on all homework, assignments, and
projects and additional animated tutorials on key Office
tasks provides additional help on difficult topics.
  Office 2013 On Demand Steve Johnson,Perspection
Inc.,2013-01-17 Normal 0 false false false
MicrosoftInternetExplorer4 Need answers quickly? Office
2013 on Demand provides those answers in a visual step-
by-step format. We will show you exactly what to do
through lots of full color illustrations and easy-to-follow
instructions. Inside the Book • Office: Organize information
and add impact with online pictures and video, SmartArt
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diagrams, tables, and charts • Word: Create great-looking
documents using themes, templates, and video • Excel:
Use organizing, processing, and presenting tools to quickly
create data tables and charts • PowerPoint: Create
powerful presentations faster using ready-made design
templates and themes • Access: Use full-featured
templates and application parts to create desktop and web
app databases. • Outlook: Use tools for creating and
managing your e-mail, calendar, contacts, and tasks •
Publisher: Use ready-made design templates to quickly
create a brochure or a newsletter • Office Web Apps: View
and edit your Office documents in a browser • Online
Sharing: Save, open, and share Office documents on
Skydrive and Office 365 SharePoint from all your devices •
Prepare for the Microsoft Office Specialist exam Bonus
Online Content Register your book at queondemand.com to
gain access to: • Workshops and related files • Keyboard
shortcuts Visit the author site: perspection.com Includes •
Online Workshops that focus on real-world techniques •
MOS Exam Prep • More than 700 of the most essential
Office 2013 tasks
  Office 2010 Simplified Kate Shoup,2011-01-31 A
clear, visual way to learn Office 2010 quickly and easily If
you're looking for a way to get up to speed quickly on the
newest version of Microsoft Office, these 400 pages of
step-by-step instructions and full-color screen shots make it
easy. Office 2010 has new features and tools to master,
and whether you're upgrading from an earlier version or
encountering the Office applications for the first time,
you'll appreciate this simplified approach. This easy-to-
follow guide covers Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Outlook, and
Publisher. Microsoft Office holds more than 90 percent of
the market for Windows-based productivity suites. More
than 90 percent of Windows users use Microsoft Office
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This guide covers all the Office applications: Word, Excel,
PowerPoint, Outlook, and Publisher Designed for people
who learn best visually, with step-by-step instructions
illustrated with full-color screen shots throughout
Revamped interior design makes it even easier to find and
understand information Teaches dozens of common Office
tasks Office 2010 Simplified makes this technology easy to
understand, even for those who are completely new to
computers.
  Microsoft Office 2010 for Windows Steve
Schwartz,2010
  Office 2010 For Dummies Wallace Wang,2010-05-10
The latest edition of one of the bestselling Microsoft Office
books of all time! Spend less time figuring out Word, Excel,
PowerPoint, Outlook, and Access and more time working
on actual projects with this new edition of Office 2010 For
Dummies. Filled with straightforward, friendly instruction,
this book gets you thoroughly up to speed, and it actually
makes doing Office work fun! First learn all the basics,
then how to add more bells and whistles, including how to
spice up your Word documents, edit Excel spreadsheets
and create formulas, add sound to your PowerPoint
presentation, and much more. Helps you harness the
power of Microsoft Office 2010 and all of its new
functionality; the book covers Word, Excel, PowerPoint,
Outlook, and Access Explains and instructs in the
straightforward, friendly, For Dummies style that makes
instruction more accessible and skill-building easier Covers
typing and formatting text in Word and spicing up your
documents Shows you how to navigate and edit an Excel
spreadsheet, create formulas, and chart and analyze Excel
data Demonstrates how to create a PowerPoint
presentation and add color, sound, and pictures Explores
Outlook, including configuring e-mail, storing contacts,
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organizing tasks, scheduling your time, and setting
appointments Delves into designing Access databases,
including editing, modifying, searching, sorting, and
querying; also covers viewing and printing reports, and
more Be ready to take full advantage of Microsoft Office
2010 with this fun and easy guide.
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